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***FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE*** 

 

FORT MCMURRAY TRIO POISED TO WIN $1 MILLION AND 

GUARANTEED THEATRICAL RELEASE FOR INDEPENDANT FILM 

 

Fort McMurray, AB - 08 March 2013 –  

Donald Kee Films formed in 2010 when three friends and Fort McMurrayites decided to turn their 

passion for film into full time careers.  “Left for Dead” is the troupe’s second feature length film, 

coinciding with the first annual CineCoup Film Accelerator contest.  The Canada wide contest, which 

runs from February 28th to June 11th, calls on film makers to create and submit a two minute trailer, and 

participate in weekly challenges throughout the duration of the contest for a chance at winning up to 1 

million dollars in production allowance and guaranteed distribution throughout Canada in Cineplex 

Odeon Theatres.  CineCoup’s goal is to encourage amateur film makers to focus on building their 

audience as a first priority rather than as an afterthought to production.  The contest depends on fan 

participation in the form of reviews, ratings, and “fan challenges” which accumulate as votes.  Fans can 

then exercise their votes during one of the four social voting eliminatory periods.   

All press inquiries are asked to be directed to Michael Mankowski. Contact information as follows: 

Michael Mankowski 

250-551-3042 

Donaldkeefilms@gmail.com 

Spurred by the sudden death of his co-host and closest friend, Wild Bill Harris embarks on a solo 

journey into the mountains to film one last episode. 

"Left for Dead: The Legend of Wild Bill" is the story of Bill Harris, former camera man of hit outdoor 

survival show 'Left for Dead'.  Spurred by the sudden death of his closest friend, 'Left for Dead' host Bob 

Catts, Bill embarks on one last adventure in his honour. Though Bill has watched Bob for years, he has 

never had to endure the elements without Bob's leadership and guidance.  As he documents his attempt 

at a solo escape from the Selkirk Mountain wilderness, Bill's 7 day journey will put his survival skills to 



the test as he fights to maintain optimism in the face of constant adversity, struggling to ensure that he 

won't be left for dead. 

Winning this contest would provide the means to turn “Left for Dead” into a Canadian Classic, enabling 

the Donald Kee Films team to hone their vision and re-create the film employing bigger and better 

methods, and ultimately helping to put Fort McMurray on the map for Film Makers.  The contest is 

based almost entirely on fan participation; therefore everyone is encouraged to take this opportunity to 

play a significant role in creating a new history for independent film makers in Canada. Participation is 

welcomed via the contest page at www.cinecoup.com/LeftForDead , Twitter @WildBillHarris , and on 

Facebook at www.facebook.com/LegendaryWildBill . 

Born and raised in Fort McMurray, the boys of Donald Kee Films attended University in Edmonton prior 

to embarking on an entirely new direction with film making. A couple of years ago, now screen writer 

Michael Mankowski had the opportunity to meet with film maker Kevin Smith, of whom he was a long-

time fan.  The time spent with Mr. Smith inspired a passion that soon spread to close friends Jonathan 

Rice and Matthew Thomas.  As their enthusiasm grew, so did Donald Kee Films.  In early 2012, the idea 

of a survivalist story set in the Canadian Wilderness started to take shape; this would eventually come to 

be a feature length screenplay, entitled “Left for Dead: The Legend of Wild Bill”.  
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